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`in B
SUN in TAURUS
Taurus represents the sign of purposeful determination
and power. It is the celestial rhythm of Taureans to
conserve physical resources and own physical assets being
of the element Earth. Thus, they have a strong desire for
personal security. Their quest for spiritual truths comes
by material efforts. The key phrase of Taurus is "I have".
The astrological symbol for Taurus is the bull, and the
symbology reveals the stubborn nature of the Taurean
personality. Because these individuals are unable to rely
on others, they are usually very dependable themselves. A
good Taurean will have a strong sense of loyalty. The hub
of their universe is security, both physical and emotional.

If the Sun is expressed in the chart, Taureans are
physically strong and solidly built with a heavy chest and
heavy torso. Even those who are not fat, may appear
physically dense with stoutness, even barreled-chested,
with thick legs.
Each sign has external, internal, and structural
relationships. Externally, it rules the throat, neck, ears,
and lower jaw. Internally, it rules the thyroid gland,
pharynx, larynx, jugular vein, tonsils, Eustachian tubes,
cervical ganglia, and carotid arteries. Structurally, it
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rules the occiput, cervical vertebrae, lower jaw and teeth,
chin, and palate. The pathological tendencies of this sign
are stroke, croup, tonsillitis, lymphatic stasis of the neck
and head, and laryngitis. Vulnerable parts of the body
are the neck, throat, shoulders, and upper torso. Stiff
necks, sore throats, and earaches are common Taurean
complaints.
Taurus colors are brown, russet, and turquoise. The
benefiting color for the native is yellow, inspiring the
mind and offsetting indolence and apathy. The emerald is
Taurus' birthstone. Other stones for Taurus are jade and
lapis lazuli. These individuals should remember only to
wear these stones if they wish to bring that particular
stone's influence into their life. Flowers for Taurus
include the rose, foxglove, daisy, lily, daffodil, apple,
magnolia and patchouli.
BENEFICIAL BACH FLOWER ESSENCES:
Scleranthus: Uncertainty, alternating moods, hesitancy,
cannot make up one's mind, lack of confidence.
Elm: Capable, but occasional feelings of inadequacy,
despondency, exhaustion, from over-straining for
perfection.
HOMEOPATHIC POLYCREST REMEDY: Belladonna Page 2
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Used as a sedative and for its spasmolytic effects on the
gastrointestinal tract.
CELL SALT: Natrum sulphuricum
HEALING NOTE: A#
AROMAS: Apple, cardamom, honeysuckle, lilac,
magnolia, oak moss, patchouli, plumeria, rose, thyme,
tonka, ylang-ylang.
PHOTOBIOTICS: Taurians should avoid fattening,
starchy, and heating foods like meats and liquors as this
sign has a tendency to gout and rheumatism. Natives are
benefited by occasional lemon juice and water fasts which
will offset toxic deposits leading to sore throats and
earaches. Moderation in diet is the keynote for this sign
as they tend to overeat. The yellow fruits like lemon,
grapefruit, banana, and melons benefit Taurians.
Vegetables that benefit are carrots, celery, spinach, beans
and peas.
SUSCEPTIBLE AREAS: Knees
AFFLICTIONS: Adenoid problems, tonsillitis, sore
throats; anemia; backache; color blindness; abnormal
breathing; croup, susceptibility to influenza, hay fever;
ear disorders; knee problems; heart disease from eating
rich foods; hemorrhoids; painful and irregular
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menstruation; nasal polyps and mucus; eye troubles;
cancer from eating industrialized, restaurant, and
convenience foods.
KARMIC TENDENCIES: Self-reliant.
ain E
MOON in LEO
This position indicates an ambitious, self-reliant, selfconfident, high-minded and loyal person. When the Moon
is well aspected, the native is honorable in both social and
financial matters. These individuals usually become
leaders in their immediate circle, and are popular with
the opposite sex. Pride is their emotional downfall as they
cannot separate emotions from ego. They can be stubborn
and subconsciously wish to dominate relationships.
Women with Moon in Leo are forceful and materialistic,
while men can be braggarts who always want the last
word. If the Moon is well aspected to the Sun, radiant
health will be experienced, also gain through children
and speculation. If afflicted, however, trouble may be
caused by children, or by disturbances of the heart.

SUSCEPTIBLE AREAS: Throat, stomach, heart.
AFFLICTIONS: This is a sign of heart disease,
palpitation, angina, and coronary artery disease if ill
aspected. Leo Moons are prone to torpid livers from
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dietary indiscretions and should watch their cholesterol
carefully. They are prone to bowel disorders, kidney
stones, adenoids, backache and spinal disorders, and
shingles. Women are prone to menstrual irregularities
and pains during the period.
BENEFICIAL FOODS: Pineapple, olive oil, lemon, grapes,
peppermint tea, rosemary, basil, sunflower seeds and
walnuts.
FOODS TO AVOID: Red meat and fatty foods.
RASHI HOMEOPATHIC MIXTURE: Croton tiglium,
ipecac, nux vomica, ambra grisea, phytolacca, carbo
vegetabilis, helonias.
b in A
MERCURY in ARIES
This nativity is one of mental alertness, resourcefulness,
intuitiveness, yet impulsive and fiery, quick in thought
and speech, often contentious, and antagonistic. There is
a tendency to be wordy, and often to exaggerate though
unconsciously. Here one is clever in lines of thought, and
if the planet is favorably aspected, instant comprehension
and an inventiveness of mind are marked characteristics.
These natives are fond of reading, writing, and have
literary associates. If the planet is not favorably aspected,
mental order should be cultivated. If well-aspected they
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are broad-minded and tolerant of the opinions of others, of
a studious nature, quick to grasp situations and ideas,
neat and orderly. When afflicted they tend to leap before
they look. Their minds may be too vacillating and they
tend to avoid responsibility. Mercury in Aries indicates
nervous individuals that frequently reveal very quick
tempers. This position can indicate headaches from
nervous strain. The native would benefit with regular
massage and foot reflexology.
SUSCEPTIBLE AREAS: Reproductive organs, legs.
PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Nervous or
hypertensive headaches, an overactive mind and
overworked brain, insomnia, astigmatism, vertigo,
neuralgia (especially facial), lumbago and renal pains;
uterine complaints, disorders; Bell's palsy.
NERVINES: Carrot juice, artichoke, fennel.
c in L
VENUS in PISCES
This position indicates a native that is sympathetic, kind,
charitable, and philanthropic. The social attitudes and
behaviors of these natives are profoundly influenced by
their emotions. They love to have people around them,
and enjoy being part of interactions that accompany
dramatic engagements. However, they are severely hurt
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if a relationship fails, and may be reluctant when it
comes to making new associations. Their compassion and
sensitivity makes it difficult for them to be discriminating
in choosing companions. This is unfortunate since they
seem to effortlessly attract people who take advantage of
them. It also indicates more than one marriage. These
individuals also have an intense love of music. This
position can indicate problems of the feet.
SUSCEPTIBLE AREAS: Belly, legs, neck, throat.
PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Corns, bunions, sores,
ulcers, tender feet; disorders of intemperance and
gluttony, tumors, intestinal problems; syphilis.
ASTRINGENTS/TONICS: Sage, endive.
din K
MARS in AQUARIUS
This position of Mars indicates the native is sharp,
intuitive, ingenious, original and reasonable. However,
these individuals may be impulsiveness in manner and
speech. It also indicates natives that are independent,
prudent, and ambitious in regards to their profession. If
Mars is unafflicted these people can excel in electrical,
aviation, telecommunications, and related occupations, or
even public office. If favorably aspected by the Moon or
Venus, these natives may establish lasting friendships
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that will help them realize their hopes and wishes. An
afflicted Mars in Aquarius indicates sudden severance of
friendships, or troubles with business enterprises. If there
is a streak of the gambling spirit there may be sudden
loss. If Mars is severely afflicted it gives a tendency to
trouble with the eyes, varicose veins and a weakness in
the cardiovascular system with palpitation, and injury to
the ankles.
PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Spasmodic disorders,
the gripping pains; swollen feet and edema, impure blood;
legs that bruise easily, pains, ulcers, varicose veins;
arrhythmia and palpitation of the heart. The native
should take precaution about using intravenous
medication as they are prone to react violently.
ANTIPHLOGISTICS/COOLANTS: Almonds, borage,
cloves.
VULNERARIES: Arnica, calendula lotion.
SUSCEPTIBLE AREAS: Breast, legs, heart.
e in K
JUPITER in AQUARIUS
Jupiter in Aquarius, when well-aspected, indicates a
humane, optimistic, original and philosophic mind. The
native is fond of friends and company and is interested in
science, mysticism, literature and music. This is a good
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aspect of general success in life, but if Jupiter is afflicted
it makes these individuals restless, nervous and erratic
with a lack of inclination for serious work which is bad
for their health.
SUSCEPTIBLE AREAS: Feet, arms, shoulders, breast.
PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Hypertension with
edema, swelling of the ankles, poor circulation and
impure blood, apoplexy, palpitation; lumbago, flying
pains and colic; disorders of the arms.
LIVER CLEANSING: Red vegetables and fruits - beet,
radish, strawberries, peppers, etc. mixed with carrot juice
to taste.
f in H
SATURN in SCORPIO
This position indicates a strong, determined will. These
individuals possess minds that are mechanical and
resourceful. They are endowed with courage and
persistence which are essential in all pioneering
undertakings. Individuals with Saturn in Scorpio
encounter responsibility and restriction involving
payment of debts of one kind or another. If Saturn should
be favorably aspected to Mars, Sun or Mercury it favors
surgery, engineering or any occupation in which sharp
instruments, fire or water is involved. This position
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brings legacies and favors financial benefits after
marriage. It is also a favorable placement for health and
longevity. When Saturn is adversely aspected, it causes
sorrow through love affairs, secret alliances, intrigues,
and domestic difficulties. The person is liable to ill-health
caused by worry, sluggish bowels, constipation,
hemorrhoids, and ailments due to auto toxemia. Scorpio
with the rigidity of Saturn indicates restrictions and
limitations that are imposed by too much control in some
area of their lives, or manipulation in order to gain
control as indicated by house position. Colon stasis,
constipation and sluggish peristalsis are characteristic.
The native should drink adequate quantities of water (6-8
glasses daily).
SUSCEPTIBLE AREAS: Knees, legs.
PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Retention of urine,
kidney stones, cystitis;gout; abnormal breathing, lymph
stasis; suppressed menstruation, uterine complaints,
ovarian disease; faulty elimination, constipation,
appendicitis, bad breath, hemorrhoids, auto toxemia,
sluggish peristalsis; nervous disorders; bronchitis;
anosmia, parosmia; hypothyroidism, obesity, arthritis.
COUNTERACTING STIMULANTS: Asparagus, allspice,
garlic, chives.
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RULING VERTEBRA: 9th, 12th dorsals; 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th,
5th lumbars, sacrum, and taken as a whole, Scorpio rules
the os coccyx.
KARMIC TENDENCIES: Death by serpent bites; death
by plague; death by drowning (afflicting the Moon), or at
sea (afflicting the Sun or Ascendant); rape; death by
childbirth.
g in L
URANUS in PISCES
Uranus in Pisces, when well aspected, indicates a love of
mystery, the occult, or metaphysics and capabilities for
development along these lines. The talents of these
individuals are unusual and contribute to far-sighted
changes. If Uranus is afflicted however, it can lead to
mediumship, obsession, and even insanity. This position
makes the mind inconstant and erratic, and the native
will be subject to unexpected misfortune, scandal, or
suicide. All through life, even when fortune appears,
these people are haunted by a vague fear of impending
disappointment, doom or disaster.

PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Catarrhal disease;
bunions, corns; cramps in the feet and toes, bunions;
insomnia; functional diabetes.
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ANTISPASMODICS: Sage, anise.
KARMIC TENDENCIES: Death by drowning (afflicting
the Moon), suicide; sudden illness in the feet and
lymphatic system.
h in E
NEPTUNE in LEO
Neptune in Leo, when well aspected, indicates a
generous, sympathetic and warm-hearted individuals.
These natives are fond of pleasure and artistic pursuits.
They have considerable ability and success in educational
pursuits because of an intimate understanding of the
nature of others and the faculty of imparting to them
whatever knowledge they possess themselves. They are
very conscientious in their dealings with others and
successful in affairs of the heart. When Neptune is
afflicted in Leo it makes the nature super-sensual and
therefore liable to disappointments in love. These people
are governed by impulse rather than by reason. They lack
the stamina to face issues, and can be cowardly, fickle
and not to be depended upon.

PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Spinal disorders, use of
opiates with suspension of the heart's action; weak heart
(atonic and very susceptible to cold weather, helped by
vitamin E), arteriosclerosis, aneurysm; susceptibility to
influenza.
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HERBAL STIMULANTS: Cinnamon, nutmeg, orange,
tangerine.
P in D
PLUTO in CANCER (1914-1939)
Pluto in any sign always represents fundamental
change, upheavals, and drastic transformations. Pluto's
period in Cancer was 1912-1939. Cancer is a sign of
emotional expression, domestic concerns, and food
production. There was a revolution in agricultural
techniques with the introduction of chemical fertilizers
and discovery of pesticides. On April 22, 1915 the Germans
fired three rockets of chlorine gas on French troops in
Ypres which resulted in unprecedented horror and mass
slaughter. In the words of the infamous Professor Huber,
they had discovered a "higher form of killing". During this
time was the formation of the infamous IG Farben
Chemical Cartel which fueled Hitler's war machine and
later became the companies that control many of today's
pharmaceuticals. Cancer rules women and the family.
During the 20’s the attitudes and roles of women were
transformed. They demanded greater freedom in society
and release from the drudgery of domestic chores. As a
result of the increasing number of women seeking
employment outside of the home, family life also changed
dramatically.
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PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Cancer.
HOUSE 1
The first house and the sign that rules this house, is also
known as the Ascendant or rising sign, or that zodiac
point which is actually crossing against the horizon at the
exact time of your birth. It denotes your outer personality
and physical constitution. The Ascendant is about
interaction with you and the environment, the meeting
point between the individual and the external world. Its
sign denotes the animal heat and corporeal vigor. The
planet ruling the sign of the Ascendant is considered one
of the principal ruling planets of the horoscope. First
house placement is so important, that the degree of the
sign rising is treated as though it were a planet with
regards to aspects with other planets and with regards to
pinpointing details of the health chart of the native - his/
her mind, body, strength, diseases subject to, etc. The sign
on the Ascendant denotes the body's conductance or
resistance to the inflow of prana or vital energy. It is
conducted best by fire and air signs; and resistant if the
rising sign is of water or earth elements.
In every sense the first house should be called the native's
personality as it shows what is on the surface, how you
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appear to others, how the world sees you or what we call
the native. Thus the horoscope is also called the nativity
chart. Outsiders are attracted to you by this sign. It
accounts for those glaring contradictions we find in
human behavior. You may feel yourself as sexy, yet it is
not picked up by others or appears that way due to your
rising sign's influence, and vice versa. It explains why
some people are forever getting in trouble or attracting
trouble through no intentions of their own. When the first
house contains no planets, it means individuality is not a
matter of personal concern, these individuals accept
themselves "as is". If the first house contains one or more
planets, then the native is consciously concerned about
some aspect of his identity. There is some dynamic or
hang-up that needs resolution, karmically speaking.
Planets in the first house indicate the native is
aggressive and strives to be "first" denoted by the planet
or planets posited. These individuals usually have a
difficult time resting and relaxing their bodies which
they need to learn in order to insure good health. First
house people tend to be individualists with a forceful
drive and ambition in life.
The first house shows the organic elements, the
physiological factors, and the physical characteristics
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which determine the strength and resistance of the body.
The Ascendant and the first house represents the
"original impulse of individual being", or the self as a
particular vibration and rhythm, and the unique soul
destiny of the individual. It indicates essentially the type
of experience through which he/she will best discover
who they are. The zodiacal sign on the Ascendant
normally tells us the "dharma" of the individual, the
central potentiality which the conscious person is seeking
to actualize. If there are planets in the first house they
indicate the kinds of functions which will be most
valuable in the process of discovery of one's authentic
being. Thus, the planets and the first house ruling planet
show the way to impel performance of specific acts.
One can often discover what zodiacal sign was rising at
birth (if time of birth is not known) by studying a person's
facial features and expression. The head symbolizes the
essential character of the individual. The head is ruled by
the first house. The first house rules the body form,
constitution, and temperament. The physical appearance,
strength and vitality, weight, height, color of hair and
eyes, etc. are largely determined by the rising sign, degree
rising on the cusp, etc. The position of the first house ruler
and planets rising modifies these features. The zodiacal
sign ascending denotes the part of the body more liable to
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affliction from external causes such as trauma and
infection.
The benefics, Jupiter and Venus, in the first house at
birth indicate a good constitution, whereas the malefics,
Saturn and Mars, denote scars, birthmarks, moles and
defects of the head. This house at birth, and by direction,
signifies all diseases of the head, face, eyes, ears, nose, and
mouth. This house is closely associated with the feelings,
sensations, emotions, manners, passions, and dispositions
of the native. In this regards, it explains why the Sun sign
does not reflect all the features of the native, and why the
Ascendant and the Moon sign are of equal importance in
the analysis of the health horoscope.
Regarding the compatibility of healer and patient, the
rising sign in each natal map should be in harmony,
belonging to the same triplicity, that is in trine or sextile
to each other. If the patient has Aries on the Ascendant
at birth, his/her healer should also have a fire sign on the
Ascendant, as in Leo or Sagittarius. If the healer
employed has Cancer, Libra, or Capricorn on the
Ascendant it would tend to be adverse, if not in results,
certainly in relationship and cooperation. The sextile and
trines naturally tend to inspire confidence and faith
between healer and patient.
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AFFLICTIONS: Head and face, endocrine disturbances
which affect the mental states, brain tumors, high fevers,
meningitis, migraines.
HEALING COLOR: Indigo
EMPOWERMENT COLORS: White, pink, red, champagne
J on 1st
CAPRICORN ASCENDANT
The children of this sign are usually frail after birth but
seem to live longer than most due to their tenacity,
purposeful and austere natures. Those with Capricorn
rising are usually finicky eaters. This helps them to avoid
gaining weight. This is a weak sign in regards to vitality,
but they do not yield readily to disease. Although once
afflicted they become despondent and melancholic, and
may become hypochondriacs. It also does not contribute to
beauty of the human form, unless offset by a well
balanced Sun sign. Accidents tend to bring broken bones
and dislocations, especially of the lower limbs. The native
is also apt to have a hearing disorder sometime through
their life, if not some degree of deafness in old age. It is
often said that a Capricorn with beautiful eyes is made
only through sadness, through a tough childhood that one
must forgive and forget. Often, there is a beak-like nose
and deep snarl lines around the nose and lips. They may
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have a pale, sickly complexion if there are other hard
aspects.
The rising sign is divided into thirds, or 3 "decanates",
which have a powerful influence over the appearance
and form of your body. The sign is simply divided into
three 10° aspects as follows: 0-10° first decanate, 11-20°
second decanate, and 21-30° third decanate. Each
decanate is ruled over by a planet. The first ten degrees is
ruled over by the indigenous sign ruler, the second takes
on the qualities of the next elemental ruler, and the third
the successive element sign ruler. Thus, the first decanate
of Aries is ruled by its Mars, the second takes on the
qualities of Leo, and the third would combine the qualities
of Aires and Sagittarius, and so on throughout the zodiac.
Simply locate the first house on your natal chart and note
which degree is rising in the sign listed. This gives you
your decanate. If in the last few degrees of the sign, e.g.
26° or more, you would also take on characteristics of the
first decanate of the following sign.
FIRST DECANATE APPEARANCE: The figure is
usually thin and bony with prominent features and a
protruding chin. The neck is frequently short and thin,
and the voice harsh if not unpleasant. The body is often
short with narrow shoulders with the face too large for
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the body. The eyes are small and lack-luster. The hands
tend to be ugly and require diligent moisturizing.
KEYWORDS: Diplomacy, tact, secretiveness, caution,
austerity.
SECOND DECANATE APPEARANCE: The Taurus
decanate is ruled by Venus, a more fortunate
combination which widens the figure and face. The eyes
usually retain the blank, lack-luster appearance often
associated with this sign. The Taurian voice is more soft
and pleasing.
KEYWORDS: Material detachment, close-mouthed,
devoted, faithful.
THIRD DECANATE APPEARANCE: The Virgo
decanate is ruled by Mercury giving a more angular
body with sloping shoulders, drooping eyelids and raised
eyebrows. The Virgo voice gives a deeper tone.
KEYWORDS: Scientific, analytical, critical, chaste.
PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Astigmatism,
awkwardness, poor circulation, debility, constipation, dry
skin, lack of animal heat/weakened metabolism, lethargy,
drowsiness; prone to ill-health in childhood that improves
with age. The native should be certain to drink adequate
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quantities of water (6-8 glasses daily) to offset these
tendencies.
EMPOWERMENT COLORS, GEMS, FRAGRANCES:
Browns, grays, black, white; hematite, onyx, rose quartz;
cypress, honeysuckle, mimosa.
MODERATING COLOR: Magenta.
KARMIC TENDENCIES: Lameness, crippled (afflicted by
Mars or Saturn).
c in 1st
VENUS in 1st HOUSE
This position indicates a cheerful, sunny, affectionate,
and sympathetic disposition. Those with Venus in the first
house have a tendency to spread sunshine over their
children's home and make their early life happy. If the
planet is well-aspected it adds grace and beauty to the
form. It denotes an appreciation of art and beauty, a
fondness for music, singing, drama, opera, and all refined
pleasures. It is also very good for the general health. Those
who have Venus in this position are usually attracted by
all with whom they come in contact, and in this way it
tends toward general success in life. The negative
possibility is that the native will either care too much
about their appearance, or care too little about how they
look or act.
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PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Good vital constitution,
yet prone to poor circulation; breast cysts/nodules;
ovarian disease.
c S P
VENUS trine PLUTO
Venus trine Pluto indicates intense individuals with
strong sexual drives. Their desire for pleasure and
enjoyment are intense and may cause problems if they do
not use proper judgment and moderation. These
individuals often attract powerful people power that can
help them to fulfill their goals.

KARMIC TENDENCIES: Powerful romantic impulses,
"love at first sight".
d in 1st
MARS in 1st HOUSE
Mars on the Ascendant, or first house, when wellaspected, has a most beneficial influence upon the
constitution, particularly if in one of the fire signs, Aries,
Leo or Sagittarius, or in the sign of exaltation, Capricorn.
This position gives energy, ambition, courage, selfreliance and determination which are exceedingly strong
characteristics in winning the battle of life. It strengthens
the constitution and gives muscular power and
endurance. Red hair or ruddy complexion is another
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potential. Most of these individuals have distinctly
masculine characteristics. When Mars is afflicted it
makes such natives rash, impulsive, headstrong and
foolhardy. Thus they neglect the ordinary precautions to
guard their health and become subject to fevers and other
inflammatory diseases. They may also be liable to
accidents and loss of blood by lesions of varying
magnitude, danger from burns or scalds, according to the
nature of the afflicting planet.
AGGRESSION LESSON: In no area of life is the emotion
of anger of more danger to one's health. The native needs
to come to terms with set backs and frustrations and
avoid violence at all costs. With this position, you are
your own worst enemy.
PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Diseases from anger,
blemishes, eruptions, bring disorders on themselves,
cancer; foul breath, putrefaction; hair loss; croup;
conjunctivitis; strong animal heat and endurance;
migraines; fevers with hallucinations.
PSYCHIC PURIFICATION:
Blemishes: I am being threatened. The affirmation here is
to protect yourself with joy and internal peace, be free
and happy at this moment.
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Balding, hair loss: Try not to control everything with
fear or tension and trust the flow of life.
Incurable Disease: It came from nowhere, it can go back
to nowhere when one realizes that miracles happen
everyday.
d Q e
MARS conjunct JUPITER
Mars conjunct Jupiter strengthens the constitution and
increases the vitality the same as the benefic aspects. The
native is zealous in the pursuit of whatever they consider
worthwhile, especially money. These individuals
generally do not accept "No" for an answer. It also
indicates natives that are able to earn much money and
uses it freely and generously. These people are liable to be
tricky, deceitful, untruthful, impulsive in judgment
unless other factors in the chart moderate these
characteristics. There is love of parade, pomp, and
ceremony. These people are generally excessive and liable
to apoplexy.

PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Stroke, apoplexy,
arteriosclerosis, heart problems, high blood pressure; hair
loss; lymph stasis and obesity; Temporal headaches,
migraine; adenoids; disturbed digestion; ; eruptions,
lipomas. These native are usually of a plethoric
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temperament and prone to be overweight and
hypertensive, with impure blood which ultimately ends
up as cancer.
NUTRITIONAL ASPECTS: Deficiencies of vitamin B-6,
B-12, folic acid, biotin, selenium. The native tends to
overuse salt and thus develops heart problems and
potassium deficiency. The native would do well to avoid
eating meats and sweetbreads.
BENEFICIAL FOODS: Spinach, broccoli, bananas, green
leafy vegetables, whole grains.
KARMIC TENDENCIES: Death by robbers; death by
wounds, war; a braggart, a thief; a soldier on a crusade or
mission a military career or engagement; death by
violence or war.
d T f
MARS square SATURN
Mars square Saturn indicates a selfish, violent, harsh
and cruel nature, quick tempered and vindictive, prone
to dishonest and unscrupulous behavior. There is liability
to public disgrace and imprisonment, or to accident and
violent death. These individuals have the tendency to be
impatient and pessimistic and should learn to apply their
energy to areas that will uplift their souls. The native
may have a fear of self-assertion, sex, or taking risks in
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these life areas, which the person may try to compensate
for by exaggerated behaviors of sexual activity or
ambition. The assertive or instinctual energies need to be
disciplined by dedication to a highly specialized form of
work or occupation.
PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Blood dyscrasias, blood
clots, hemorrhaging, bleeding gums, anemia; arthritis; loss
of hair, premature graying; adrenal fatigue,
underweight, lack of proper growth. These natives suffer
from impure blood, poor circulation, diseases from
carelessness, and are thus liable to cancer.
NUTRITIONAL ASPECTS: Deficiencies of folic acid,
essential fatty acids and assimilation of calcium, poor
absorption of iron, B-12 and folic acid; increased needs for
bioflavonoids and vitamin C.
BENEFICIAL FOODS: Green leafy vegetables, oranges,
broccoli.
KARMIC TENDENCIES: Given to treachery; nasty
temperament, rebellious of authority.
d R h
MARS opposite NEPTUNE
Mars opposite Neptune makes the nature coarse, sensual,
impulsive and militant. The native is apt to be
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extravagant in speech and action, self-indulgent to a
degree in any direction. It indicates a fanatical spirit
which may express itself in either religion, spiritualism or
even atheism. It gives a tendency to lawlessness and
participation in political schemes or plots. It also
indicates those with a tendency to harbor self-delusions
caused by basic insecurities. This aspect may indicate
psychic ability. There are tendencies to abnormal sexual
gratification, violent actions, or entanglements with the
lower astral forces.
PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Spinal disorders,
subluxations; poor healing response; streptococcal or
staphylococcal infections; cancer; susceptible to poisoning,
especially aluminum; lymphatic stasis and reduced
immunity, prone to infectious diseases; sensitivity to
drugs; neurotic tendencies.
NUTRITIONAL ASPECTS: Deficiencies of pantothenic
acid, vitamin B-12, folic acid, phosphorus, iron.
BENEFICIAL FOODS: Green leafy vegetables, oranges,
bean and alfalfa sprouts, raisins, beans.
KARMIC TENDENCIES: Coarse and sensual, selfindulgent, unrestrained; involved with mystical, magical
or occult forces.
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e in 1st
JUPITER in 1st HOUSE
Jupiter in the first house, when well-aspected, is a good
sign of health, opulence, and general fortune in life. It
indicates a good-natured, kindly disposition, cordiality,
honor and righteousness of the native. These people love
pleasure, particularly out-of-doors, and are fond of
traveling. They have considerable executive ability and
are therefore sought for positions of importance and
responsibility. Jupiter afflicted on the Ascendant
indicates a tendency to self-indulgence, according to the
sign wherein it is placed. If in Cancer, the native may
become a glutton with the inevitable result that in the
course of years he/she becomes excessively stout, the liver
becomes torpid and enlarged and as a consequence is
subject to sicknesses of a serious nature like hypertension
and even cancer. In Sagittarius the native may be a
gambler who would stake his/her assets on the toss of a
coin. In Pisces he/she becomes an incurable chocoholic or
alcoholic, in Scorpio a sensualist of the worst nature and
so on with the other signs. Whenever Jupiter is afflicted
on the Ascendant the health suffers through corruption of
the senses - alimentary, sexually, obsessively or otherwise.

PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Poor circulation, hair
loss; obesity; cancer.
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e T f
JUPITER square SATURN
Jupiter square Saturn indicates individuals with
diffident, vacillating minds unable to form decisions.
These natives have a tendency to be distrustful of others
which at times may interfere with important
opportunities. There are difficulties in business or in one's
profession from misfortune leading to depression and
melancholy, if not dishonesty. Religious and philosophical
values tend to be rigid, orthodox, or too materialistic.
They appear to others to be slaves of their own dull
routines and work, if not stuck in life with no long term
goals.

PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Arteriosclerosis;
melancholia, depression; lowered vitality and resistance;
seborrhea, acne, dermatitis, eczema; liver disorders, poor
absorption of fats, gall stones; pre-diabetic condition due
to prolonged hypoglycemia from chromium and zinc
deficiencies; troubles of dentition; fragile capillaries due
to vitamin C deficiency; asthma, poor respiration, oxygen
deficiency, chronic disease from poor circulation; cancer.
NUTRITIONAL ASPECTS: The native should avoid
taking synthetic vitamins as they will be poorly
assimilated, better to opt for all-natural. Deficiencies of
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vitamin B-6, biotin, inositol, choline, PABA, vitamin C,
zinc, chromium and manganese.
BENEFICIAL FOODS: Spinach, broccoli, bananas, citrus
fruits, whole grains.
KARMIC TENDENCIES: Death by assassination (of
noble men); wretched, miserable disposition.
e R h
JUPITER opposite NEPTUNE
Jupiter opposite Neptune indicates lack of control of the
emotions. The native may be sensitive to psychic
influences between the seen and the unseen worlds that
may cause hysterical conditions. From a material
standpoint it indicates danger of fraud through
speculation or large companies, therefore dealing with
predatory interests should be avoided. These natives may
also be absent minded and make promises they cannot
fulfill, making them unreliable and impractical.

PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Cancer; anemia;
leukemia, leukopenia, polycythemia; sensitivity to drugs,
alcohol, and allergies to antibiotics in meats, petroleum
fumes and gases; thymus gland insufficiency, especially
from vaccination; nephritis; craving for sugar; hysteria;
spinal disorders. The native has a general proneness to
infections.
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NUTRITIONAL ASPECTS: Deficiency of zinc,
manganese and chromium; inositol, choline pangamic
acid; the native should avoid synthetic vitamins and opt
for natural ingredients.
BENEFICIAL FOODS: Whole grains, beans, peanuts.
HOUSE 2
The second house rules material matters, property,
wealth or poverty, etc. It denotes the level of
acquisitiveness as a driving force, or the level of greed for
power and wealth. This tends to affect the native's
homeostasis since possessions are related to the value
placed on food and nutrition, habits in acquiring food and
other immediate necessities of life. The pituitary gland,
which controls all endocrine glands, falls under this house.
The belief or realization for those so gifted, adds another
dimension to understand second house questions. One's
tendencies, faculties, and karma produced from past lives
and carried over into the present rests with the concept
of management, that is, intelligent use of one's
inheritance, possessions, artistic talents, or even
inventions. The second house can show the mere fact of
ownership in today's essentially "unspiritual society", or
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one who lives according to spiritual values and
surrenders to mankind assets to promote human
evolution. It shows then if a person can advance beyond
the traditional use of possessions, or is acting merely as an
agent for the "ghosts of karma" (Geg in Tibetan), with a
life filled by ancestors, driven by socio-religious hatreds
and fears.
When no planets occupy this house, it indicates the
native does not see money as a major issue in life. With
planets in this house, the affairs of other houses which
those planets rule are brought to bear influence on the
matter of obtaining money. For example, if Saturn is in
your second house, tenth house matters, such as your
profession, is where the money will easily flow from.
People with planets in the second house have
overwhelming desires to prove their self-worth, establish
themselves in society by big factors as indicated by the
house rulers outlined above. For example, if the Moon is
in the second house, fourth house matters like the home
are important and the native will desire a big home or
big family. After having established their nest eggs, (with
the personal planets Venus, Moon, Mars, Jupiter placed
in this house) gluttony is not uncommon. The native will
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also learn the karmic problem of this house - happiness is
the one thing that cannot be bought.
AFFLICTIONS: Problems with homeostasis - blood and
electrolyte changes, intake of nutrients - diabetes, obesity,
hypoglycemia; disorders arising from vaccination.
HEALING COLOR: Yellow
EMPOWERMENT COLORS: Green, lemon, citrine, brown
L on 2nd
PISCES on 2nd HOUSE
The second house shows how the native earns money
from his/her own efforts and from what resources. These
individuals are prone to have difficulties with their
finances. They may be disorganized and lax when it
comes to handling their affairs and if they do not pay
close attention, there is the potential that all they have
worked for will dwindle away.
` in 2nd
SUN in 2nd HOUSE
This position shows that the person will obtain money by
industrious effort, and may align himself or herself with
people who are financially able to assist in furthering
one's material prosperity. The saying, "easy come, easy
go", applies truly to a person with the Sun in the second
house, since there is an innate tendency to squander
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money on social intercourse, pleasure and luxury. Unless
this trait is curbed it will bring about financial
emergencies, for it is not so much what we earn that
counts as what we spend. One must learn to use property
and money constructively, not merely for personal
satisfaction.
PSYCHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: The sign position gives
an important clue to the way the person will acquire
money. For example, if the Sun is in Gemini in the second
house, the native will likely earn and spend through
intellectual pursuits, through Leo by social or romantic
endeavors, etc. If the Sun is afflicted, money may be spent
on luxuries for purposes of display and ego gratification.
PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Diabetes, mineral
imbalance, obesity, rheumatic pains.
PSYCHIC PURIFICATION:
Diabetes: Longing for what might or should have been,
no sweetness left. The resolution here is to recognize the
sweetness of today.
Obesity: Running away from your feelings by
possessiveness or seeking self-fulfillment. The resolution
here is to realize you're already safe and secure with
what you have. Love and approve of yourself.
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Rheumatism: Lack of love, the resolution here is to
approve of yourself as well as others and be at peace.
` S h
SUN trine NEPTUNE
Sun trine Neptune favors the spiritual faculties and
intensifies the spiritual vibrations in the aura. Many
people with this configuration have providential luck, as
it is said they live in the presence of angels for good deeds
they performed in past lives. In others it fosters a love of
the occult which leads them into the spiritual world. It
suggests those who are prone to have highly developed
intuition. However, they can lack ambition and miss
opportunities that come their way presenting gains in
spiritual or artistic growth.

NORMERGIC TENDENCIES: Psychic powers which
benefits the vitality.
b in 2nd
MERCURY in 2nd HOUSE
This position indicates preoccupation and gain through
the Mercurial occupations such as economists, writers,
accountants, agents, draftsman, banking clerks,
secretaries, etc. These natives are adept in finding
practical solutions to problems. They have a unique sense
of knowing what others think is important and benefit
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from this quality. If the planet is adversely aspected there
may be financial loss caused by misjudgment and poor
reasoning. The sign in which the planet is functioning
will indicate from what source the loss may come. For
example, if Mercury is afflicted in Aquarius, a friend
may encourage the native to speculate unwisely; in Libra
it could be the advice of a partner or spouse.
PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Sore throats, laryngitis,
tendency to stutter.
PSYCHIC PURIFICATION:
Stuttering: Insecurities, not being allowed to cry or speak
for oneself.
b Q g
MERCURY conjunct URANUS
Mercury conjunct Uranus indicates those who are
unpredictable. These individuals are also likely to have
curious minds, if not telepathic abilities and flashes of
intuition. With negative afflictions the native may be
conceited and difficult to get along with, even
harebrained.

PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Mental derangement,
neurosis, neurasthenia; incoordination, spasms or
twitching.
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NUTRITIONAL ASPECTS: Deficiencies of thiamine,
calcium and magnesium.
BENEFICIAL FOODS: Sunflower seeds, whole grains,
yogurt, broccoli, tea.
b T P
MERCURY square PLUTO
Mercury square Pluto indicates a native with strong will
power. These individuals exhibit a straightforwardness to
the point of cunning. They often use harsh speech and
words. They "tell it like it is" and for this reason sometimes
create resentment and enemies.

PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Of high strung
temperament with heart problems, thyroid insufficiency;
multiple sclerosis; constipation or sluggish peristalsis.
NUTRITIONAL ASPECTS: Severe deficiencies of
thiamine; deficiencies of the B complex in general,
calcium and magnesium.
BENEFICIAL FOODS: Whole grains, broccoli, turnip
greens, tea.
g in 2nd
URANUS in 2nd HOUSE
Uranus in the second house, which governs finance,
indicates an unsettled state of financial affairs, impulsive
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spending habits, and money earned from unusual or
unorthodox occupations. Even these individuals may
have good aspects concerning financial matters, it may be
found that they are unable to protect themselves against
these sudden and unforeseen losses or gains. Therefore it
is difficult to give financial advice to such people, for
even if they invested prudently and cautiously, there will
be sudden, unexpected, if not catastrophic losses in
business ventures. The sign in which Uranus is placed
will show the nature of the losses, as in Aries, Leo or
Sagittarius, loss by fire or in electrical investments; in
Virgo or Capricorn, by investments in lands, mines and
real estate; and so on with the rest of the signs.
PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Spasms in the neck and
shoulders.
HOUSE 3
Astrology speaks of the third house as that of brothers
and sisters, and close relatives. It actually means the
earliest newborn environment and of one's grown
relationship to it. The relationship of the child to his/her
environment is basic and substantial in the formation of
his/her character, and of responses to life. The third house
refers to the early environment and to persons who acted
within it - close relatives, guardians, siblings, etc. It also
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shows in the child "coming to terms" which is at first
entirely unconscious and instinctual, later becoming the
foundation for human intelligence, and consciousness.
No planets in the third house means response in a
natural fashion. One or more planets in the third house
indicates a self-conscious need to express thoughts. It may
sometimes indicate speech difficulties. The native is often
asked too often to help other people, brothers and sisters.
The disease of "other people" can lead to great frustrations
and nervous stress. These individuals need to learn to say
no, take regular breaks in peace and quiet, take short
naps after lunch, etc. for the health to improve.
Malefic planets in this house tend toward mental
instability and chaos unless well aspected. It shows
traumatic experiences such as child abuse, fights with
siblings, rebellion, etc. What differentiates this house from
its opposite, the ninth house, is that of experiences
involving direct personal contact with the close
environment of the individual, resulting in habits and
proclivities. It indicates physical actions, and
transportation, especially within your immediate
environment. Benefics in this house, when well aspected,
indicate a well balanced mind. It rules the fingers, hands,
chest, lungs, the lower mind and wakefulness.
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AFFLICTIONS: Disturbed breathing rhythms, reduced
vitality, lack of oxygenation, nervous tension, mental
instability.
HEALING COLOR: Orange
EMPOWERMENT COLORS: Yellow, indigo, white with
red
B on 3rd
TAURUS on 3rd HOUSE
The third house deals with the native's immediate
speaking, writing, and communications audience. Taurus
ruling the third house indicates individuals who are apt
to be very sociable within their immediate surroundings
but communicate by convenience, not by innovation.
Being slow and deliberate in thought, once they make a
decision they become stubborn an rarely change their
minds. Their thinking is often concentrated on money
making or on artistic endeavors. These individuals
usually have friendly and sincere relationships with their
brothers and sisters as well as their neighbors. The native
may also actively participate in community projects.
Afflictions in the third house suggest these individuals
may become involved in arguments with siblings or
neighbors.
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HOUSE 4
The fourth house is said to have two basic meanings - the
soil or secure foundation in which man is rooted; and the
"heart" or fundamental rhythm of the individual self. It is
indeed the Nadir of the chart, the midnight point of
consciousness, where "God-experience" can be had. The
vertical line of the birth chart - Zenith to Nadir - points
upwards to the sky (Zenith) and downward through the
spinal column at the center of the globe. Unity comes by
centering one's "Hara" or vital energy with that of the
Earth.
Its sign and planets refer to the kind of feeling which
spontaneously mobilizes and directs the energies of the
organism, often called "gut feeling". The Ascendant tells
who we are, while the Nadir shows what we are, at least
potentially, where we stand. It is the power implied in
"being a person", yet in today's global economy it is
basically conditioned, if not entirely determined, by sociocultural patterns and media manipulation, rather than
by ancestral family values. Thus it indicates the
beginning as well as the end of various cycles in the
native's life, including old age, the end of life and death,
the various conditions which affect the close of life, its
diseases, worries, wealth or poverty, etc. The nature of the
end of life will be told by the planets in this house, and the
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sign on which the cusp begins the part or organ where the
complaint will lie.
If there are no planets in the fourth house, the native
accepts his background and family and makes the best of
it. If there are one or more planets in the fourth house,
then conscious attention is directed towards his
background. He/she has reasons to question, if not doubt
family matters. Some may have unfortunate liabilities to
overcome before they make headway in life. Malefics in
this house can indicate early childhood traumas which
are best recalled and cleared by past life regression.
Neurosis can result from repressed anger. Parental
attitudes and conditioning have led to unhealthy if not
neurotic habits. All these matters of childhood trauma
and abuse are judged by the fourth house.
At the biological level, the fourth house symbolizes the
acquirement of nutrients to satisfy basic physiologic needs
to meet daily routines and obstacles. It is the energy
needed for intercellular exchanges and for adjusting the
body to changes in temperature and the demands of the
physical environment. It rules over the body water,
interstitial fluid, and lymphatic environment. In a
mentally and emotionally developed person, one's
personal power (Hara) is available for self-expression and
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social contact. In an undeveloped or immature being,
confusion sets in with mixed impulses carried over from
previous lives and those values family and society has
forced upon the individual. This results in oral fixations,
hormonal imbalances, lymphatic stasis and obesity. It is a
being out of rhythm, breathless, confused and never
satiated.
This house rules the breasts, lungs, stomach; inheritance;
the birthplace and home place; the mother in the male
chart and father in the female chart. Benefics in this
house at birth indicate that the native should live in his
native homeland, if possible, for insured good health and
fortune, leading to a happy end of life. Malefics here point
to a short life of the mother or father, according to the sex
of the horoscope; disease, distress, and worry in old age.
AFFLICTIONS: Oral fixations, overeating, nutritional
disturbances, obesity, anorexia; diseases of the stomach,
breasts, and lungs.
HEALING COLOR: Violet
EMPOWERMENT COLORS: Silver, green, russet, brown
B on 4th
TAURUS on 4th HOUSE
The fourth house is the area of private concerns,
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emotional security and how we inwardly feel about
ourselves. If there are no planets in this house, there are
generally no problems in the way these natives accept
themselves. The cusp on this house shows the general
tempo of the subjective self. Taurus ruling the fourth
house indicates people who regard themselves as practical
and dependable. These individuals' romantic and social
lives are usually centered around their homes. Their
residences are apt to be elegant, comfortable, and homey.
Afflictions in this house indicate the inability to enjoy
domestic life and difficulties in purchasing a home.
HOUSE 5
At its highest potential, the fifth house shows the
exteriorized power and a projected vision originating
from a realm that is "super personal". The person thus
becomes an agent for some great collective consciousness
or planetary, evolutionary purpose. He/she becomes a
lens through which light is condensed and brought into
focus, at which point power can operate and work can be
performed. This creative process, work, and its products
are conditioned by the nature and temperament of the
person. The person acts strictly as an individual. To the
extreme, he/she expects results that will bring fame,
prestige, and ego-satisfaction.
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The fifth house is the area of experiences which are
essentially the outcome of emotions, as distinguished from
gut feelings of the fourth house. Feelings are spontaneous
reactions, whereas emotions seek an exteriorization, or
"moving out" with synchronous organic changes and
muscular movements. The fifth house is associated with
gambling in any form, for money, business ventures,
romance, etc. whenever one follows hunches, inner
frustrations, or imagination.
Traditionally, the fifth house is considered to the be the
section of the birth chart (radix) referring to love affairs,
versus a seventh house marriage. Fruitful signs and
planets here denote many children, barrens signs and
planets here tend to deny children. This house rules the
back, spine, liver, stomach, appetites, loves affairs and
sexual appetites. This house is said by some to rule the
soul.
Each house of the radix refers to power and unfoldment,
as well as some great test of the developing individual.
The zodiac sign on the cusp of this house and planets
within should give the student of astrology clues as to the
best way in which he or she can solve problems
creatively. The Chinese character for danger, also means
opportunity, depending solely on one's perspective and
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ability to be creative. The test of the fifth house is that of
isolation, or emergence as a unique and valuable human
being. The test of the second house is that of ownership
and possessions. In the third house it is thought and how
to handle ideas to approach challenges of one's
environment. The fourth house test is that of stability. The
fifth is creative self-expression.
No planets in this house means the native has little
attraction to fifth house matters. He/she can take
gambling or leave it. One or more planets in this house
shows the native has a natural interest in art, pleasure,
children, romance, or gambling. These natives may feel a
great need for love. Their ailments can come from chaotic
affairs leading to frustrated and fragmented lives. The
root cause is insecurity. Naturally, the houses ruled by
the planets in the fifth house contribute and inspire all
fifth house creativity.
AFFLICTIONS: Heart disease (with malefics in this
house), overeating, egomania, spinal disorders, liver
problems, arteriosclerosis, hypertension.
HEALING COLOR: Purple
EMPOWERMENT COLORS: White, gold, green, red
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C on 5th
GEMINI on 5th HOUSE
The fifth house is where the ego extends into so-called
pleasurable pursuits.
Gemini ruling the fifth house indicates individuals whose
pleasure pursuits are intellectual or mental. However, no
one area of pleasure will occupy the native's thinking for
too long. Romances are apt to be precarious or fickle and
these individuals may be in more than one relationship at
one time. They can be critical of their loved ones. They
enjoy trading stocks or other commodities.

HOUSE 6
The sixth house implies a crisis of perception, the period
of personal readjustment, the time in one's life when one
is forced to realize what he/she has done and whether
success has come to rest or to haunt. Once a work is
completed, the composer is often painfully aware of how it
could have been produced better. A person's inner worth
is often revealed when faced with experiences and
periods of inadequacy, frustration, or defeat. These crises
take their toll upon the body, require guts and fortitude,
and great reserves of vitality. This house represents
fundamentally, everything that deals with personal
crises, the way to best meet them, and the direction of
personal growth and transformation. The sixth house is
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somewhat karmic in nature by its perception or reason
for duties, debts, and obligations.
The sixth house is known as the "house of health" and the
sign on the cusp of this house indicates which body parts
and organs prone to disease and affliction. Illness may be
the direct result of some defeat of the vital energies
unable to cope with a challenge to grow stronger, or an
attempt by the soul to show a need for a revision in
attitude. The sixth house shows a response of the
individual to a social situation. Also, as a patient, one
should not consult with a doctor whose natal Saturn is in
the sixth house of the native, as one will find
incompatibility or may even be poisoned by medication.
Natives with planets in this house may have a lack of
self-esteem, be plagued by guilt, or seek the approval of
others. All these negative emotions affect the health with
nerve related ailments, blood sugar problems, and
intestinal disorders.
Benefic planets ruling this house or planets in this house
show better health, while malefics afflict the mind and
body. The sixth house in a broad sense governs disease,
especially if there are planets in it at birth. It
particularly rules the abdomen, belly and intestines, food
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affecting conditions of health, healers and physicians. The
sixth house also rules aunts and uncles, servants, persons
in employ, kindred on the father's side, small animals and
pets of the native.
AFFLICTIONS: Hereditary diseases, general ill-health;
abdominal disease.
HEALING COLOR: Aquamarine
EMPOWERMENT COLORS: Black, amber, scarlet, brown,
dark blue
D on 6th
CANCER on 6th HOUSE
The sixth house deals with careers, routines, and health.
The native's obligations to others as well as himself/herself
appear in this house. Cancer ruling the sixth house
indicates the native may be called upon to be "mother" in
daily routines. These natives make good nurses,
attendants, and counselors as they are very sensitive to
people's needs. This also indicates those with delicate or
capricious health. When emotionally upset they feel it in
their stomach as "butterflies" and as a result suffer from
digestive upsets. In this house of food the native is fond of
rich "motherly" meals (home cooked meals) - soup with
breads, thick gravies with meats, butter in everything,
etc.
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PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Disorders and
weakness of the parts ruled by this sign - breasts,
epigastric region, elbow, stomach, digestive organs, womb,
upper lobe of the liver, lower lobes of the lungs, pancreas,
peristalsis, thoracic duct, sternum.
FOOD ALLERGY TENDENCIES: Milk and dairy
products, eggs, crab, potato, cauliflower, cabbage, mango.
These foods should be checked with electroacupuncture,
bioneutralizer, applied kinesiology, or by cytotoxic
testing.
P in 6th
PLUTO in 6th HOUSE
Pluto in the sixth house indicates those with a
compulsion to control their environment. When they are
at home they like to have control over their domicile.
When these individuals are at work they prefer to work
alone or in a position where they have some authority
over coworkers. They work better at their own pace and
many possess good organizational skills. Those with Pluto
in the sixth house have strong recuperative powers, as
well as above average strength and stamina.

KARMIC LESSON: Personal health, or even a serious
illness, is instrumental in producing great changes in
attitudes and a purification of one's own values.
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HOUSE 7
The seventh house is closely related to the sign Libra, and
thus marriage and partnership, the husband in a female
nativity, and the wife in a male nativity are also related.
This house shows the test of functional cooperation and
participation between individual and society. Function
suggests purpose, both inherent and potential, in man or
woman. Purpose is only revealed as one operates within
the group or global economy. It is the field of human
experience that the person can be most basically
transformed and can gain freedom. Planets in this house
reveal compelling pressures and motives for destiny. In
such cases, individuals may find themselves driven to
enter into certain types of relationships as part of their
destiny.
While the first house represents how the native appears
to others, the fourth house shows how the natives sees
himself or herself, the seventh house represents how others
appear to the native. It represents those whose lives touch
the native and how they respond. If the house is
unoccupied by planets, he/she is comparatively free of the
influence of others in most of his/her affairs. These
individuals do pretty much as they please, but it also
means others do not generally help them either. The
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affairs of this house are always related to the area of
another house where the ruler of the sign on the seventh
cusp lies. If there are one or more planets in this house,
the native is consciously dependent on others in some
respect and other people tend to control his/her affairs.
Natives with planets in this house may find it difficult to
"stand on their own two feet". They feel accomplishments
need to come through other people or their partners or
spouses. The Sun located here is indicative of good health,
while Saturn signifies a potential for a short life. Mars
here, indicates a bad wife and sickness.
The seventh house also denotes the type of physician or
healer required in health matters. It is important that the
healer is compatible with the native depending on the
illness. One should avoid healers who have Saturn on the
Ascendant or sixth house of the patient. The following
may be found useful:
Signs of Healers pertaining to the seventh house:
Chiropodist: Gemini, Virgo and Pisceans are especially
adapted to this work.
Chiropractor: Gemini's give keen, sensitive touch.
Colon therapists: Those born under Virgo and Scorpio.
Dieticians/Nutritionists: Virgo is the sign which rules
these matters.
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Good Healers: Scorpio Sun sign and well aspected at
birth.
Massage Therapists: Healers born under Scorpio bring
strong magnetism.
Hydrotherapists: Healers using mineral waters born
under the Sun sign Pisces, and Capricorns making good
managers of spas and sanitariums.
Medical Doctors: Those with strong influence of Scorpio
and Mars, e.g. in the first or sixth house; the Sun trine or
sextile Jupiter at birth; the Moon in Taurus, Gemini,
Cancer, Sagittarius, Capricorn or Pisces and well aspected
with Mercury; Virgo in the sixth house; the Sun signs
Virgo or Scorpio.
Naturopaths: Those born under Virgo and Scorpio.
Nurses: Sun sign Scorpio, those born under rule of the
Moon; the sixth house well aspected at birth; Jupiter well
aspected in Pisces or the 10th house (Virgo ascending or
Sun sign is not favorable for nursing as they can be too
negative, critical, and susceptible to take on the disease of
others).
AFFLICTIONS: Brain disorders; diseases of the
hamstrings, flanks, bladder, small intestines and navel,
the kidneys, haunches and loins, diseases of the womb.
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HEALING COLOR: Blue
EMPOWERMENT COLORS: Browns, swarthy colors,
crimson, green
D on 7th
CANCER on 7th HOUSE
The seventh house deals with other people in the native's
life, particularly those that attract attention as well as
direct personal relationships. Cancer ruling the seventh
house indicates natives that are strongly attracted to
their spouses and partners. They prefer individuals that
are sensitive, home-loving, and sympathetic. The male
native may choose a spouse that resembles his mother.
The female native will have a strong emotional
attachment to her husband. The negative potential is the
possibility that divorce may result due to difficult
emotional detachments.
a in 7th
MOON in 7th HOUSE
The Moon in the seventh house, if well-aspected, is
fortunate for success in marriage, partnership and all
dealings with the public for it makes the person popular.
If seriously afflicted it indicates a fickle, changeable
marriage partner. It may also indicate loss through
litigation and their partnership and the general public
may then hold the person in disfavor. It indicates some
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romance in married life, and a partner whose affections
fluctuate.
PSYCHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: The Moon's influence
in the seventh house exhibits the emotional
characteristics of the native's marriage. A man with his
Moon in the seventh house usually chooses a wife that
reminds him of his mother. A woman with a seventh
house Moon usually develops a close emotional bond with
her husband, but she may also be dominated by her
husband.
PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Aches and pains from
torment in marriage; lumbago.
PSYCHIC PURIFICATION:
Lumbago: Fear of financial support or lack of money. The
resolution is to trust the process of life and realize that
you will be taken care of.
Aches and pains: Guilt from outside partnerships,
seeking punishment. The resolution here is to let go of the
past and live for tomorrow, release others and let them be
free.
a S b
MOON trine MERCURY
The Moon trine Mercury indicates a receptive mind and
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retentive memory. Natives with this aspect are usually
very verbose, likely to have strong and active minds with
urges to communicate their feelings. They are inclined to
look upon the bright side of life and are fond of pleasure,
particularly travel. They are highly inquisitive and
attuned to what others are thinking and seek to make use
not only of their own thoughts and ideas but those of
others as well. The conscious and subconscious mind work
in harmony.
a R d
MOON opposite MARS
Moon opposite Mars indicates a quick temper with a
tendency to hasty or impulsive acts that may cause the
native a great deal of sorrow and trouble. Men with this
aspect are too brusque and have trouble with women.
Women with this aspect often lack feminine
characteristics. These natives resent rules or regulations
that tend to curb their desires or gratification of their
appetites. If they are in authority they are apt to be
domineering and exacting in their demands. Sometimes
they will take desperate chances or use physical force and
criminal acts to satisfy their spite. Such people make
many enemies and cause a great deal of suffering to
others, particularly among members of their immediate
family. There are often clashes with parents, especially
the mother, which later can lead to abusive behavior. The
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native is also cautioned to protect one's home against loss
by fire. Alcoholism is also a great danger. The native
needs to learn to develop serenity and self-control.
PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Susceptibility to
parasites; genital infections, bladder troubles; peculiar
symptoms when diseased; hyperactive mind, anorexia,
bulimia; shallow breathing, irritability, migraines,
nervous disorders; weak vision; prone to fractures; poor
blood, fever, hypertension; lack of energy, fatigues easily;
painful menstruation, difficult pregnancy, miscarriage,
difficult conception; blemishes; anemia; adrenal fatigue;
edema and water retention, high blood pressure;
headaches and mental dullness.
NUTRITIONAL ASPECTS: Deficiencies of selenium,
riboflavin (B-2), essential fatty acids (linoleic and
linolenic), vitamin B-12, potassium, folic acid.
BENEFICIAL FOODS: Spinach, mushrooms, bananas,
oranges, green leafy vegetables.
KARMIC TENDENCIES: Death by accident (from burns,
bites, stabs, loss of blood, murder, gun-shot, war, mob
violence, on railroads, in vehicles); death by attack of
animals; death by battle (pirates, mutiny, massacre), by
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soldiers, or duels; given to sensual pleasures, liable to
seduction in female nativities; liable to criminal acts.
a Q h
MOON conjunct NEPTUNE
Moon conjunct Neptune indicates strong psychic
faculties particularly if placed in the psychic signs of
Cancer or Pisces. It also indicates those who can become
victims of their own emotions and have irrational fears
that hinder decisive actions. The native is apt to be
insecure but oblivious to danger, especially concerning
water and drugs. The native is very impressionable, can
be mediumistic, or even psychic having prophetic dreams,
deja vu, etc. This aspect also indicates a weak and leaky
aura that is easily sapped of its vitality by other people,
by fear, or even nature spirits. The native should get
regular and frequent doses of pure sunlight to harden and
anneal the etheric body.

PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Susceptibility to
parasites, lowered vitality and resistance; diseases due to
carelessness; lymphatic stasis, obesity; shallow breathing;
alcoholism, drug abuse/addiction; psychosomatic
ailments; extreme sensitivity to drugs; female infections,
vaginitis, leucorrhea, cystitis, genital itching; lymphatic
stasis, cancer, leukemia.
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NUTRITIONAL ASPECTS: Deficiencies of potassium,
pantothenic acid, riboflavin; protein-salt overload, the
native benefits by drinking distilled or reverse osmotic
water and avoiding salt.
BENEFICIAL FOODS: Bananas, green beans, peanuts,
spinach, mushrooms.
KARMIC TENDENCIES: Death by drowning (in water
signs Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces); unnatural and chaotic
behaviors and appetites; strong psychic powers, religious
experiences.
h in 7th
NEPTUNE in 7th HOUSE
Neptune in the seventh house indicates communication
between marriage or business partners may be difficult.
Misunderstandings and not being able to express oneself
is common when Neptune is in the seventh house. There
is also the potential for deception or unrealistic
expectations in partnership or marriage. Neptune, when
well aspected, indicates a marriage to be one of a
metaphysical, and inspirational nature, where the two
partners come together in a true companionship. If
Neptune is afflicted, this position may indicate one that
tends to prey upon the public in general, or of those who
become victims of public disfavor, all according to the
nature of the aspects.
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PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Generally of good
health except if on the cusp. Brain disease, lumbago;
blemishes.
HOUSE 8
This house, its cusp, and the planets located in it,
indicate how a person can best approach opportunities
and the resistance involved in bringing relationships into
a fruitful situation. These relationships can mean
marriage, partnerships, and business associations. The
second house refers to private assets, or what can be used
to actualize one's birth potential. The eighth house deals
with business contracts and agreements that are legally
binding. The eighth house field of experience deals with
trust, management, and responsibility. The second house
deals with personal management, whereas the eighth
house with proper management of business assets, profits
and losses. It indicates where binding agreements will
bring legacy. It may also mean death followed by rebirth,
or the kind of disagreements which bring unresolved
frustrations and a future surrounded with karmic ghosts.
With such a native, emotional scarring tends to be
hidden. These individuals have a burning need to purge
themselves of past memories which brutally punish their
bodies for years. Many succumb to chronic ailments
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around the ages of 42 to 49 years old. With the
background of this emotional insecurity, they push hard
for overt success, only for their bodies to crack up under
the pressure. Sex is often their only form of organic
release.
If the eighth house is unoccupied by planets, the native
takes emergencies in stride and usually faces crises with
appropriate action. If the house is occupied, eighth house
matters are of serious concern for the native. These
matters may take the form of handling other peoples
money, dealing in antiques, archaeological findings, etc.
The eighth house also indicates the end of physical life, the
surrender of the soul, the time and manner of death. The
planets in this sign at birth indicate the quality of death.
Benefics here indicate an easy and natural death.
Malefics in this house tend to a more sudden, accidental
or even violent death.
AFFLICTIONS: Kidney disorders, genitourinary
infections, adrenal insufficiency, poisoning, death by
consumption.
HEALING COLOR: Green
EMPOWERMENT COLORS: Gray, black, brown, red,
mahogany, green
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F on 8th
VIRGO on the 8th HOUSE
In the eighth house we look for the possibility and effect
of extraordinary changes that might intrude on the
native's life and the inner strength that he/she might
possess to cope with the challenge. Virgo ruling the eighth
house indicates the native will be of help during
devastating conditions or times of change. These
individuals must be on the alert for situations of danger
or accidents may occur. Their inner strength comes from
realizing solutions to change.

HOUSE 9
Experiences and the tests related to the ninth house are
those periods encountered by the individual to find the
meaning of things. The act of knowing belongs in the third
house because it implies mere contact with the immediate
environment. It is knowledge derived merely from
sensations. The ninth house relates to understanding, a
far more complex process which involves synthesis of
many factors and data. The German term "gestalt" applies
to the ninth house as a type of knowing, understanding,
and referencing holistic experiences derived from
mystical and philosophical inquiry.
The ninth house is the house of symbols and words.
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Symbols have to be interpreted. The radix chart is a set of
symbols relating to the location of planets and stars at the
time of birth. It symbolizes the complex relationship
existing between the native and the universe. Likewise,
all religious concepts and mystical visions are symbolic of
man-to-universe relationships. To speak of a "God
Experience" is a typical ninth house activity, a unity
which the person projects and asks for answers for all his
conceivable needs.
The danger one faces in ninth house experiences is overexpansion caused by ambition and greed for power and
power symbols, such as money. Ambition is the negative
aspect of this house, leading to compulsive egocentric
relationships that use other people for power or prestige.
Knowledge is used to achieve power. It is this type of
knowledge our society holds in high esteem. Ours is a
society imbued with competition and ambitions,
worshipping success and power with no concern for the
environment and health of society as a whole. Thus the
relationships become perverted, destructive and
inharmonious to a wholesome life. In such a society, the
mind is used as the instrument of success. Group
relationships translate into compulsive cooperation,
mandated actions, and forced taxation. It implies
twisting the laws, natural as well as political, so they
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become tools for gathering wealth. This is the mind of the
politician, the corporate leader, the scientist in search of
inventions and discoveries for personal fame.
If the house is unoccupied by planets, the native finds it
easy to accept certain philosophical principles or cause of
religion, and there is no resistance to understanding
higher principles. If the house is occupied, the native is
concerned with philosophical formulations or developed
principles. Due to this high thinking, people with benefics
in this house are some of the least likely to have health
complaints.
The ninth house denotes the fundament, hips, thighs,
hams, higher mind, dreams and visions. Malefics in the
ninth house at birth tend to disturb and unbalance the
mind, or cause religious excitement and fanaticism,
unorthodox views, and trouble with religious authorities.
It also points to dangers in foreign travel, injury or illhealth, or even death abroad. It is advised that persons
with malefics at birth with no benefics in this house
should remain in their native land.
AFFLICTIONS: Accident and injuries to the hips, thighs
and hamstrings; nervous strain and stress; sports injuries
and trauma.
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HEALING COLOR: Scarlet
EMPOWERMENT COLORS: Jade, purple, white, yellow
H on 9th
SCORPIO on 9th HOUSE
The ninth house has to do with our higher ideals and
ability to heal by faith. Scorpio ruling the ninth house
indicates the native's higher thinking drifts to realms not
suitable for mundane discussion. These individuals are
likely to be reformers or innovators in their fields,
especially of philosophy and religion. The native's values
are exceedingly open to continual change.
f in 9th
SATURN in 9th HOUSE
This position indicates a mind capable of delving into
philosophic, religious, psychic or spiritual subjects. It also
indicates those who succeed in life by traveling away
from home in search of new experiences. It is a position
for a president or chairman of a corporation or college.
These natives always make their mark in the world, the
scope being naturally dependent upon the nature of the
aspects and the line of endeavor selected by the person.
When favorably aspected it shows a very faithful and
religious spirit, a deep, serious and thoughtful mind, with
the ability and inclination to study law or philosophy. It
favors success in humanitarian work. When adversely
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aspected the mind has difficulty understanding the
higher truths as there is the likelihood of self-deception
through lack of comprehension of the higher sciences and
narrow mindedness. These individuals may be critical
and sarcastic. They may experience trouble in legal
affairs, danger on voyages, trouble in foreign countries,
and religious bigotry. Religion can impose severe
limitations upon the character rather than spiritual
freedom. These natives may have significant
responsibilities in connection with their job or the health
of a parent. Patience and persistence when confronted
with problems in higher education or legal problems, are
the keys to overcoming them. Breathing exercises, e.g.
hatha yoga, chi-kung, will balance and stabilize the mind.
PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Ill-health from travel,
sea sickness; unbalanced mentality, shallow breathing.
PSYCHIC PURIFICATION:
Anxieties: Not trusting the flows and processes of life.
The resolution is to approve of yourself and trust the
processes as righteous opportunities.
f S g
SATURN trine URANUS
Saturn trine Uranus is fortunate for a public career for
it indicates ambition and determination with ability to
concentrate upon large problems and exercise authority.
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The intuition of such people is guided by an insight when
important steps have to be taken. The mind is both
mechanical and ingenious, hence this position often
denotes success along the lines of electricity, electronics,
aviation and computers. The native is usually loyal and
truthful.
KARMIC TENDENCIES: Good karma from previous
explorations.
f T h
SATURN square NEPTUNE
Saturn square Neptune indicates a native liable to loss
by deception, treachery or fraud. There is a sense of
wrong timing of the course and events of life. One may
focus on wrong or irrelevant issues resulting in
unfulfilled goals. This aspect may indicate a morbid
tendency with fears, anxieties, and phobias stemming
from the subconscious. These natives may suffer from
inferiority complexes or have fears of inadequacies.

PATHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES: Lead, beryllium,
mercury or cadmium poisoning; cancer; liver torpidity
and allergies; sensitivity to drugs and antibiotics; spinal
disorders, subluxations; neurosis, neurasthenia; phobias;
adenoids, swollen lymphatic glands and stasis; asthma.
Susceptibility to colds and flu. This aspect may also
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indicate chronic, long-term ailments or genetic/
hereditary weakness.
NUTRITIONAL ASPECTS: Deficiencies of pantothenic
acid, calcium, vitamin C & P (bioflavonoids).
BENEFICIAL FOODS: Broccoli, yogurt, green leafy
vegetables, citrus fruits, strawberries.
KARMIC TENDENCIES: Suicide; confinement due to
mental illness; psychic possession.
HOUSE 10
In the tenth house an individual meets experiences
which result from his/her successes or failures in gaining
social, public or professional position. He/she is
integrated, or fails to become integrated into the social
collective and public status in the community. It is one's
"office" which defines one's stand in the community. First
house potential becomes actualized in the tenth, if all has
gone well during the unfoldment of preceding houses. It is
a house of vitalistic functions, being on the Midheaven or
zenith. The tenth house, the house of Midheaven,
corresponds to the sign Capricorn. It rules the knees,
hamstrings and thighs. Planets in this house have a
powerful influence in matters of health and disease,
especially in regards to nervous tension and stress
developed from one's career, as well as injury from falls,
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blows, or the death of a parent. In the male nativity it
rules the father, in the female nativity the mother and
the affairs of the mother.
If the tenth house is unoccupied by planets, the native's
ambitions and their probable outcome are more directly
related to that area of his affairs where the ruling planet
falls where the tenth house cusp is found. If the house is
occupied, the native has a conscious struggle both to
formulate his ambitions and put them across to other
people. Any planet in the tenth house reveals more of the
outcome of this house than the actual sign or "house
rulership. " Planets in the tenth house contribute directly
to the native's position in life. Their worries, internal
pressures and incessant need to work hard may drive
them into chronic illness.
AFFLICTIONS: Obesity, anorexia nervosa; nervous
tension, self-undoing, misery; accidents; evil of a parent,
the "sins of the father passed onto the sons".
HEALING COLOR: Magenta
EMPOWERMENT COLORS: Gray, brown, black, white
H on 10th
SCORPIO on 10th HOUSE
The tenth house reveals one's ambitions and the degree of
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worldly success he/she may achieve. Scorpio ruling the
tenth indicates individuals that are sure of what they
want. They will wait for some extraordinary opportunity
to arise and seize the opportunity to attain their desire.
The native's key to good nutrition is proper elimination.
Foods that contain bran and bulk such as leafy, green
salads and whole grains are advised.
HOUSE 11
In the eleventh house, the power of society, as a collective
or group, is released through the individual. The power is
released through the activities the individual performs
within the social unit such as in their profession, church,
club, fraternity, etc. Success is seen pleasurable in the
social environment as his/her work and prestige unfolds.
The experience gained in the tenth house makes it
possible to set new social objectives, new professional
goals, or to relax in the company of one's peers or fellow
workers. This house has much to do with an individual's
attitude towards achievement and social success. It is the
use a person makes of either achievement or failure
which establishes his/her self-worth. Success or failure
brings into the total being the way one lives, feels, and
acts and thus has great influence on the health of the
native. Success as well as failure must be used wisely,
significantly, and creatively. Regression therapy can do
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much to undo the patterns that led to failure, or
perceived failure can be unfolded into a new dynamic.
If the eleventh house is unoccupied, the native does not
consciously need friends to share his/her wishes or hopes.
Those who have planets in the eleventh house always
work best within groups united for a common purpose.
The eleventh house is affiliated with Aquarius and rules
the legs, calves and ankles. The malefics in this house
bring despair, false friends, ruin and wicked children.
AFFLICTIONS: Heart function; injury or disease of the
legs, calves and ankles; blood dyscrasia.
HEALING COLOR: Red
EMPOWERMENT Colors: Sky blue, orange
I on 11th
SAGITTARIUS on 11th HOUSE
The capacity and need for friendship and the effect of
these contacts on one's perspective are shown by the
eleventh house. Sagittarius ruling the eleventh house is
very favorable for friendships fostering optimism and
camaraderie. The native enjoys famous friends and those
that are loyal.

HOUSE 12
At the twelfth house, the sky comes to an end, as one has
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performed his social or professional work in the eleventh.
It is described as the house which closes the human cycle
of life. They are either the Angels of Light beckoning to
the beyond, or they are the dark Guardians of the
Threshold, whose memories are shaped by frustrations,
denials in life, fears and sins of omission. In the twelfth
house we meet the results of our passive acceptance of
that which was, or our spiritual rebellion that helped
make a new world. We face the karma of society in a
subconscious manner, or we face the karma of individuals
who fought society for selfish interests, or for the sake of a
better world.
The collective power of memories are witnessed in the
twelfth house. What is called karma may be so great that
it stifles the individual identity of the newborn, or
drowns out the rhythm of a new cycle of the man facing
the probability of rebirth. This results in the new cycle,
becoming no more than a repeat of the last cycle.
According to ancient Indian philosophy, the last thought
held in death determines the pattern of the future
incarnation. One of the stranger characteristics of our
linear, Western society is its inability to think in terms of
cyclical processes. Such a denial can be traced to a
religious decision of the Council of Constantinople in the
5th century A. D. which prohibited the belief in
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reincarnation and other factors that began the era of the
dark ages.
The twelfth house relates to sorrow, disappointment, loss,
misfortune, the private hells, anguish, solitude or
confinement, hidden fears and worry. It is considered by
some as an "evil house", the house of restrictions and
limitations, and detrimental spiritual or psychic
conditions of the native. It is related to the sign Pisces. Its
placement suggests the best way to deal with one's ghosts
and products of the subconscious. The best way to deal
with a shadow is to illuminate it by the use of lights
focused upon it from a number of different directions.
This process is utilized in past life regression therapy.
Ghosts and shadows of the subconscious will vanish when
subjected to the light of understanding and compassion.
If this house is unoccupied by planets, the native is
generally not consciously confronted with its implications.
He does not live in fear and accepts and works within the
framework of his destiny. Not everyone in life is
confronted with the spiritual issues of the twelfth house.
Many indeed pass through life facing the material
consequences of their conscious ambitions as revealed by
the tenth house. If the twelfth house is occupied, the
native has some matters in which to confront and work
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out as shown by the houses ruled by the occupying
planets. The sign on the cusp of the twelfth shows the
general tempo of inner spiritual matters in the native's
life. Planets here indicate forms of introversion with
emotions that build up until some form of illness
manifests. Talking about their feelings through past life
regression is the best remedy for twelfth house
individuals. They need to learn that harboring envy,
jealousy, and hatred invariably brings disease and
misfortune. The karmic law applies.
AFFLICTIONS: Auto immune disorders, reduced thymus
functions from negative thoughts; afflictions, hurts and
injuries of the feet; lymphatic congestion; worry,
brooding, despair and despondency.
HEALING COLOR: Lemon
EMPOWERMENT COLORS: Green, blue, white
J on 12th
CAPRICORN on 12th HOUSE
The sign on the cusp of the twelfth house shows the
general tempo of the native's inner spiritual values and
motivations in life. These subconscious values and
tendencies support the affairs and people in the native's
life. Capricorn ruling the twelfth house indicates the
native's spiritual preoccupations are limited and are to
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be considered on practical terms. These individuals are
likely to have some unconscious fears which pose
limitations on conscious expanse.
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